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Nebraska Player Quotes
Redshirt Freshman Quarterback Tristan Gebbia
On playing today
“Anytime you get to walk out of that tunnel  and play in a game. It’s a special feeling. I’m blessed to be able to do it. There’s thousands of kids 
across the state and the country that would love to be in the position that we are in. I feel really blessed to be able to do that.”

On how he prepared for the Spring Game
“Well I think its about handling your business. Just execute the plays that you were given. Like Coach Frost said, we have to get the offensive 
tempo moving faster. There’s a lot of great things that Andrew Bunch, Noah Vedral, and Adrian Martinez did. I’m just really glad to be in the 
group that I’m in.”

On preparing for the fall season
“I think that this is going to be a great teach tape. We get a lot of drives. We practice one or two drives during practices but now that we have 
eight or nine drives of plays. Down in the red zone, green zone, third and long, third and medium, third and short, first and ten. All those kinds of 
things that you never stop working at as a quarterback and/or a football player. Its going to be really good to have them.”

On the team’s playmakers
“They’re a bunch of great guys and they’ve been working all spring. I was really glad that they got to show what they could do today. We have a 
lot great playmakers on this team and they’ve been working really hard. I’m really proud of them.

On Tyjon Lindsey
“Tyjon is a great athlete. I think you guys all knew that when he was getting recruited and I think everyone in the country knew it. He finally got 
the chance to get out there and show what he can do in a faster paced offense than what he did in high school. He’s my roommate so I’m pretty 
proud of him.”

On Gebbia’s comfort with the fast-paced offense
“It’s been going well. Obviously you can work on tempo and execution. So far, I think we are doing a really good job adapting through it. We 
aren’t where we want to be and you never get enough. First I had to get adjusted to it because I am used to coming out of the huddle and looking 
for safeties and ‘what does the box look like’, but now it’s OK - signal, where is everyone at and what is everyone doing - it’s a little different. As 
time passes, we get adjusted to it.” 

Junior Defensive Back Lamar Jackson
On how good it felt to get an interception
“About time I get one in a game situation. I plan on getting a lot more.”
 
On the defense being more confident than last season 
“Coach Chinander made sure we knew there were a lot of fans out there, and this is for the fans. But he just said to go out there and have fun, 
don’t be afraid to make mistake and act like you’re on the playground as a little kid. Just make plays out there with your teammates and go have 
fun.”
 
On the new defensive scheme 
“Secondary-wise, we’re kind of working with each other a lot more than we did last year. It’s always someone that’s got my inside and got over 
the top. I mean it’s kind of up to us to all be on the same page because we don’t want to leave someone out there hanging. As long as we’re on 
the same page we should be all right, but we should have more help than we did last year.”
 
On the quarterback competition
“On the defensive side, we kind of have like little side bets on who we think is going to be the starter. Each day, they come into work and they are 
the quarterbacks and leaders of the team. I mean, I can’t take nothing from all of them. They all got something special.”
 
On how divided it is with who players think will be the starter 
“It is for the most part. It just depends on what someone is going off of. It could be “I like Tristan more, because that’s my dog, I want Tristan to 
start.” It just depends on who it is. But for the most part it’s all friendly and we just want the best man to do the job regardless.”
 
On playing free under the new coaching staff 
“It’s a little bit freer, but at the end of the day I’ve still got to do my job and be aware of my assignment. I just want to make sure I am always 
comfortable and never panicky or anything like that. I need to make sure I know the defense in and out so if the safety doesn’t know the call then 
I can help him make the call and stuff like that. As long as we’re comfortable and all on the same page we all should be OK.”
 
On defensive back Coach Travis Fisher’s production chart and emergence of redshirt freshman cornerback Ethan Cox 
“He was running with the one group today. It’s fun, we’re all happy for E. Like coach says, we watch film every day and Ethan balls, he’s out 
there making plays and putting everything on the line every play. He’s practicing hard and coach rewards him by moving him up the depth chart. 
It’s fun because it also helps you compete. Say if I’m third, then I’m trying to get up to second. It could just be a PBU or an interception that could 
bump you up, it’s so close. It’s just good competition.”
 
On if he felt like he got better this spring 
“I feel like I got a lot better just mindset-wise. I kind of know some of the things I struggled with so I focused on those areas this spring. I’m going 
to continue to work on them this spring and through the summer until fall camp. We’ve got a lot of time before the fall, so I feel like I’m going to 
take an even bigger jump in the weight room and get a little stronger. So I just got to keep building and getting better every day.”
 



On how far the communication has come with the defensive backs 
“We’ve been pushing, but it has its ups and downs. It’s kind of up to the safeties, like the quarterback to line everyone up and get them in the right 
positions. The coaches ride the safeties a lot harder than the corners because it’s up to them, rather than me. I’ve just got to listen and react. So 
my job is a lot easier, but it just helps if I know more so I can help them out at times. It helps when we are on the same page because when we are, 
then everything should be all right.” 

Junior Linebacker Alex Davis
On if he was surprised when the football came his way
“It felt good. I didn’t think he was going to throw it, but he did.”

On the day as a whole 
“It felt good, it felt good to finally get a chance where I could really break one.”
 
On how far the defense has come
“I feel like we gained a lot of ground. You can see the energy of the team and everybody was bonding, it’s a beautiful thing.”
 
On rushing the passer
“I feel like I got a lot better at playing in space. I am more comfortable out there. Like right now I feel very comfortable dropping back and knowing 
my assignments when I drop back.  Over the spring I am just getting better and better every time I step out.”
 
On this spring game versus past spring games
“It was very exciting. Like I said, the defense, I feel that everybody is really excited and you can just feel the energy out there.” 

Freshman Quarterback Adrian Martinez
On how the crowd boosted his energy and speed in the game
“I think just naturally that’s how it works. To me, I was just running how I usually do, but I think a combination of adrenaline and the crowd and 
whatnot, it probably looked a little faster.”

On whether he was prepared for the crowd
“Honestly, no. It’s the first time playing in front of that many people. The tunnel walk is pretty surreal. I love it though. I mean, after the first snap, I 
think all the jitters kind of go away and you just go out and play.”

On Tristan Gebbia’s support and the competition between quarterbacks
“Kind of like something I’ve said before, I think it just comes down to being a good guy, and thankfully we have a lot of those guys in the 
quarterback room, and I think I was the same way when he [Tristan] scored. We’re pumped for each other, we want success. We don’t root against 
each other, we want everyone to do well.”

On how far the team and the offense went this spring
“I think we’ve made some great strides. Coach Frost has said this is just one step in the right direction and I’m right there with him. I think we have 
a ways to go, but I’m excited about that direction we’re going in.”

On what the team got most out of this spring as a group
“That’s kind of a tough one, I think we’ve made a lot of strides in a lot of different areas - in the weight room, obviously on the field, and then just 
coming together a little bit more as a team. And for me personally, the guys getting to know me and kind of forming that bond. I think it’s been a 
solid spring, I know we have one more clean-up practice, so it’s not officially done yet, but I’m excited in the direction we’re going.”
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